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News Editor

Do you ever wonder when using com
puters what they actually do? A new
course offered to students next semes
ter explains exactly that.
“The idea is scientists tend to use a
lot of software, and they have no idea
what it’s doing. So we need to explain
how the computer is helping them do
science,” said Dr. Bareiss, professor
of computer science. “Not necessarily
teaching them how to use a computer,
but when they use a computer, what it
is doing ”
For example, why do mathemati
cal errors occur with data in Excel?
Those are the types of processes with
computers Dr. Bareiss said will be ad
dressed.
i!
“Computing Foundations For the
Scientist” will be taught by Dr. Vail,
chair of the computer science depart
ment. It is offered spring 2012 at 3
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
primarily for freshmen and sophomore
science and math majors. Students
[ need to have taken at least one lab sci- jj
\ ence and it is preferred they have taken
' calculus.
if| Being an upper division course, £j
Bareiss cautions that students not in a
science-related major should only en
roll if they really love science.
Geology, chemistry, biology, engi
neering and math professors created
modules for the course. Bareiss said
there are 10 science modules from the
different disciplines of science and
four computer science modules.
The National Science Foundation
gave Olivet a grant to develop “Com
puting Foundations For the Scientist.” f
“It’s really not being taught any-11
where else that we could find in the
United States,” Bareiss said.
The most important aspect of the
class will be to explain what happens
when we use computers so students
can be aware of where they go wrong
and where they do not go wrong. .
“A lot of us don’t know that,” said
Dr. Willa Harper, a chemistry profes
sor who created chemistry modules for fl
the course. “We just know how to use y
software.”
The ultimate goal might be that the f
biology professors, for example, take
the biology modules and computer §
science modules and integrate them
into their biology classes so it does not
have to be a stand alone class.lt can b e i
integrated into different areas.
“And if this goes really well, we
can go off and talk about computer
foundations for the artists and musi
cians and computing foundations for
the medical field,” Bareiss said. “It’s
a possibility where computer literacy
could go "

IN THIS

Chapel attracts concerts with 'bigger presence'
month the chapel will host the Gaither Vo
cal Band during Homecoming weekend on
Nov. 12 and Chris Tomlin on Nov. 16.

Jordan Lewis
Staff Writer

With the addition of Centennial Chapel,
Olivet has become a hot spot for more high
profile performances.
Although Olivet is not hosting more con
certs than in previous years, the addition of
the chapel provides a larger venue to attract
more popular performers.
“The chapel affords us a bigger presence
than before,’’^said Justin Knight, general
manager of Shine.FM.
This fall Olivet already hosted a Switchfoot and Anberlin concert, and later this

‘The chapel affords us a
bigger presence than
before
But with more seats available also comes
the need to fill them. According to Knight,
the Matthew West concert that was sched
uled for Oct. 23 was postponed due to low
ticket sales.
Knight said it would reflect badly on the

school and the band playing if ticket sales
aretoo low.
“Fortunately we have a great relationship
with Matthew West and may be able to re
schedule,” Knight said. Shine.FM is look
ing into hosting the Matthew West Christ
mas Tour instead, he added.
Not only does the chapel allow for more
big name concerts, but it also provides ad
ditional revenue for the school.
“[The money from the tickets] goes into
the operations of the radio station, which &
one with Olivet,” Knight said. “The station
is Olivet, owned by Olivet. At the end of the
year if we have made $100,000 it all goes
into students’ scholarships:”
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newspaper ot the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene University and a
member ot the Illinois College Press
Association. The opinions expressed
in the GlimmerGlctss are those ot each
writer and arc not necessarily held
! by the Associated Students Council,
i faculty, administration or students of
! Olivet Nazarone University.
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LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlas* encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. J'oi publication letters must be
signed and sent to the GlimmerGlass
[at campus box 6024 or e-mailed to
glimrneiglass® olivet.edu. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters lor
content, style and length. Publication
is not guaranteed Further inquiries
may be addressed by (.ailing the GUmmerGlass office at campus extension

5315.
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Bogota,
COLOMBIA

Kankakee,
ILLINOIS

Gains in standardized
testing by black, special
education and low-income
students are helping to nar
row the achievement gap
among students, the Illi-I
nois State Board of Educa
tion announced Oct. 31.
Kankakee School Dis
trict 111 and Pembroke
Community Consolidated
School District 259 reflect
the statewide results. In
District 111, black students
improved 5.8 percent in
reading and 4.5 percent in
math.
In Pembroke, black stu-l
dents increased 5.2 percent
in reading and 1 percent in
math.
Low-income students
♦matched more closely to
the statewide trend.
Programs were changed
in schools to accomodate
specific needs of the high
percentage of low-income
students in the Kankakee
district.

President Juan Manuel
Santos announced Nov. 1,
the dissolution o f Colom
bia’s “scandal plagued.” .
domestic
intelligence
agency, DAS.
“Today, DAS turns 58
years old, and at 58 we are
going to liquidate it,” Pres
ident Santos said. “This is
not a transformation, not a
reform; DAS is done away
with-Bj
There are plans to re
place the agency with a
new entity and current em
ployees will be dispersed
among existies ministries.
In the latest scandal at
the agencyjl Colombia’s
Supreme Court Justice
sentenced a former DAS
chief to 25 years in prison
for giving right-wing mili
tary groups lists of union
leaders, students and leftwing organizers so they
could be executed.
DAS oversaw immigra
tion and domestic security.

-The Daily Journal

-CNN

London ,1
ENGLAND

Tripoli,
LIBYA

Female members of the
British royal family nowhave the same rights as
males to ascend to the
British throne.
The 16 Commonwealth
nations that acknowledge
Queen Elizabeth II as
their monarch overturned
a 300 year rule stating
that first-born sons inherit
the throne. Previously, the
only way for a female to
be crowned had been if
the previous monarch had
no sons, as is the case with
Queen Elizabeth.
Additionally,
leaders
also scrapped the rule b a rl
ring a potential monarch
from marrying a Catholic.
The reforms were ap
proved unanimously.
“The strength of our
constitutional approach is
its ability to evolve,” Britl
ish Prime Minister David
Cameron said. “Attitudes
have changed over the
centuries.”

Abdel-Rahim al-Kieb, an
electronics engineer, was
chosen by Libya’s interim
leadership as the country’s
new prime minister.
The National Transi
tional Council will also
appoint a new Cabinet in
coming days. The new
government will run Libya
until general elections are
held.
Jalel el-Gallel, an NTC
spokesperson, said alKeeb received 26 Votes.
Elections will be held in
eight months for a national
assembly that will spend
a year drawing up a new
constitution before a par
liamentary poll.
“This transition period
has its own challenges,”
al-Keeb said. One thing
we .will be doing is work
ing very closely with the
NTC and listening to the
Libyan people.”

A group of elephants is
facing a second month
stranded on a small con-’
crete island at an animal
shelter.
The group of 17
elephants were unable to
escape approaching flood
waters with the rest of
their 90-strong herd.
The flooding engulfed
the historic city north
of Bangkok more than a
month a go.
The adults can froliclr
in the water, stretch their
limbs and cool down, but
the young elephants can
not because they would
drown in the 6-foot-deep
water.
“Yes the elephants are
upset. I’m upset, too,”
keeper Pat Parinnam said.
“We’re the same, humans
and elephants.”
The elephants who es
caped are now in a public
park in Ayutthaya.

-MSNBC

-Associated Press

-The Washington Post

Ayutthaya,
^THAILAND

World population reaches 7 billion
United Nations recognize Oct. 3 1 as important milestone
Nicole Lafond
Assistant News Editor

Think housing is crowded on
Olivet’s campus?; ^Globally, the
world has become event more
crowded after the earth’s popula
tion hit 7 billion.
Demographers can never be en
tirely sure when the world popu
lation actually reaches 7 billion
people, but Monday, Oct. 31, sym
bolically marked the time at which
the earth reached this new popula
tion. The current population of the
world is still an estimate.
The United Nations Population
Division explain the population
of the earth has been increasing
quickly since th^start of the com-:

‘We should really focus on the question
o f whether there will be food, clean
w ater, shelter, education and a decent
life fo r every child.%
mon era (0 AD). The world popu
lation hit 1 billion in 1802, 4 bil
lion in 1974 and 6 billion in 1998.
Festivities are being held
around the world, with a series of
symbolic recognitions of the 7 bil
lionth baby being bom.
Danica May Camacho, from
the city of Manila in the Philip
pines, has been credited as the 7
billionth member of the world’s
current population. U.N. officials
met,, with Danica’s parents after

her birth to recognize her status.
Officials gave her parents a small
cake as well as a gift certificate for
shoes.
The observation of Danica is
merely symbolic because it would
be impossible to pinpoint the ar
rival of the 7 billionth member of
the world.
Although'this recognition is an
important marker in the history of
the world, many experts believe
the population hitting 7 billion is

not necessarily something to cel
ebrate.
“We should really focus on the
question of whether there will be
food, clean water^shelter, educa
tion and a decent life for every
child,” said Dr. Eric Iayag of
the Philippines’ ¿Department of
Health. “If the answer is ‘no,’ it
would be better for people to look
at easing this population explo
sion.”
By 2025, the U.N. estimates
the earth will reach 8 billion, but
numbers could vary depending
on factors such as life expectancy
rates and available birth control.
-CNN and AP Wire
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Sodexo makes changes
Nicole Lafond
Assistant News Editor

Sodexo made several changes this
year ik the foods offered, hours of
service and payment options in its
different locations on campus.
The main dining hall in Ludwig
is now offering students a consis
tent weekly meal option this year;
chicken nuggets with macaroni
and cheese every Friday, The So
dexo corporation wanted to in
crease student satisfaction and de
cided to make a weekly meal out
of a student favorite.
_ ^Friday lunch is one of the most
common meals students eat. We
believe this is because of the re
laxed class schedule and the fact
that it is coming up on the week
end. Friday is usually a feasible
day for everyone to come eat, and
we didn’t want to leave anyone
out,” said Aaron McCray, Execu
tive Chef and Retail Manager of
Sodexo.
Students are excited about the
consistency of chicken nuggets.»
“Having chicken nuggets every
Friday is awesome,” sophomore

Sophomore Kara Sitton enjoys
the new Friday special.

Morgan Lucas said. “They are
really good and they make me
feel like a kid [again] when I eat
them.”
Another change ONU students
have encountered this year is that
the C-Store no longer accepts Flex
Dollars, which is extra money the
Sodexo corporation gives out to
students each semester to buy
meals at their different locations.
The C-Store buys its products pre
packaged and pre-priced. Because
of this, Sodexo cannot change the
prices of the products offered.
The products tend to be higher
priced at this location. As a result,
the corporation suffered a loss last
year because students were using
their Flex Dollars, which come
straight from Sodexo, to buy prod
ucts from the store as opposed to
cash or Tiger Dollars.
Some students are frustrated by
the change.
“The food options at Olivet
are already limited,” sophomore
Olivia Smith said. “The fact that
we can’t use Flex Dollars at the
C-Store is ridiculous. All of the
other food locations^ on campus
take Flex Dollars, so [it] should be
consistent.|&
Because the store no longer ac
cepts Flex Dollars, it has experi
enced a decrease in sales this year,
McCray said. “[The decrease] is
good for us because of the loss we
experienced last year as a result of
surplus,” Because sales have de
creased, the C-Store stocks fewer
products, which keeps it from
having surplus.
McCray said he is working to
accommodate students with more
options in the C-store since stu
dents can no longer pay with Flex
Dollars.
“We have added new types of
sandwiches such as the five-dollar
flatbread and the new gourmet
sandwiches. We want to increase
our offerings at the C-Store to
give students more choices for

glimmer
glances
r i
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Students are now able to eat chicken nuggets every Friday as part
of the many changes Sodexo put in place this year.

their money.HB
In addition to C-Store changes,
the Tiger Den has added four new
sandwiches and three different
types of grilled cheese to its menu
this year.
The Nesbitt “Simply to G o j|
food service also has different
hours this year. The Office of Stu
dent Development and Sodexo de
cided to keep Nesbitt closed until
after chapel as well as between the
hours of Si and 4 p.m.
“Between 2 and 4, attendance
has been really slow in the past.
Also, in the morning, we never
had a large rush until after the
chapel hours, so that is why we
decided to make changes during
that time,” McCray said.
A new variety of fries have been
added to the Red Room menu
choices this year. Instead of just
regular fries, steak fries are of-

fered everyday. Also, each month
a different type of specialty fries
is available to students. These
include waffle fries, curly fries
and sweet potato fries. The price
of package meals and various in
dividual items increased a small
amount this year as well, accord
ing to student Sodexo employee
Tim Phillips.
“The price increase has been
due to inflation,” he said.
A few changes have been made
to one of the coffee hot spots on
campus. Common Grounds is
open until midnight on Fridays
and Saturdays. Advertising within
the coffee shop will change slight
ly as well.
, “We will soon have a chalk
board style menu which will aK*
low us to write the daily specials
on the board,” said Sodexo super
visor Kim Swanson.

New restaurant coming soon

Homecoming
Coronation q .
:z tn

y 1 1 t h - 18th1 2 th / 19 th
Fall Play

^

1 2 th

26th Annual Wendy
Parson’s 5k Run

12 th

The Gaither

Beggars Pizza to occupy vacant building across from campus
Sarah Doty
Staff Writer

The Bourbonnais branch of the
Chicagoland pizza place, Beggars
Pizza, will begin construction in
the upcoming months across the
street from Larsen.
Beggars Pizza is a familyowned pizza joint with 20 loca
tions in the Chicagoland area.
Owner of the building and ONU
business department chair, Glen
Rewerts, is excited about the new
business.
“This business will be great for
the students. It offers a great prod
uct and is in a perfect location,”
Rewerts said.
Tom Tucker, one of four own
ers of the Beggars Pizza chain,
explained the idea behind opening
a branch-in the Bourbonnais area.
“After opening a successful lo
cation in Richton Park* we decid
ed it would be profitable to ven
ture south and open a store in the

Bourbonnais area,” Tucker said.
Beggars is a company that fo
cuses on good ingredients and
family atmosphere. It offers a
number of different pizza varieta
iés includingt deep-dish pizzas^
American and Italian cuisine, and
many different snacks and appe
tizers. Tucker said Beggars em
ployees prides themselves in “lay- ;
ing it on thick” their ingredients,
and believes this new location will
be a great benefit for the Bourbon
nais community; as well as Olivet
students.
Building renovations valuing
$0.5 million have already started.
This includes an addition to house
a new pizza oven and new electri
cal and plumbing work.
Rewerts believes that, based on
the'success of the company’s othfl
er 19 branches, they should have
no problem doing well in Bour
bonnais.
Beggars Pizza will open in town The new pizza restaurant is located next to Dairy Queen, across
on Dec. L-Tiger Dollars will be the street from Olivet’s campus. Beggars Pizza will offer several
accepted.
different varieties of pizza and a family friendly atmosphere.

1 2 th ^
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MW3

Juggernaut

14 th19 th
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J e s u s in a bottle

Jimmy Phillips
It is possible in the past you giggled
when reading this column, perhaps you
even laughed out loud. Unfortunately, I
will have to disappoint you, for today I
wish to broach a serious topic, one of
spiritual significance and it is no laugh
ing matter.
For a while now, a conviction has
been brewing deep within the bowels of
my soul, a concern that I feel compelled
to share. While I enjoy chapel, I believe
it is only good for a social service, and
the coerced worship of Christ should no
longer be forced upon students.
We live in the United States, not the
USSR or Mao’s China, so I do not un
derstand the muscle behind the Bolshe
vik policies at this school. Those who
do not belong to the Church when they
begin attending this University ought
to be baptized into the faith, not wa
ter boarded. They will not be changed
through a heavy-handed force-feeding
of the Word. For these students, cha
pel is merely a speaker standing before
them rocketing cross-shaped arrows at
their hearts, and unless they are wearing
an iron breastplate, they are unlikely to
survive the assault. Jesus only preached
to those willing to listen and open to
conversion, so we should do the same.
The administration should know
something. I find it a practice of my faith
to everyday set aside an hour of worship
for the Lord, where I sing, pray, read
the entrails of sacrificed goats and revel
in His awesome power. All Christians
make time for Christ. It is our number
one priority; therefore, we make it hap
pen. Requiring chapel suggests the Uni
versity thinks otherwise, that I merely
work my Redeemer into a busy sched
ule.
By forcing us to attend chapel servic
es, you are displaying your lack of trust
in our faith.
I find it rude and condescending that
you feel the need to mollycoddle my
Christianity. You are breastfeeding my
peers and me when, in reality, we have
been crunching Cheerios for decades.
We aré big boys and girls and I wish you
would allow us to get Jesus on our own
time.
So here is my concluding call to ac
tion: End chapel. Stop making us go. Af
ter a semester of no chapel, this campus
will be so spiritually alive you wouldn’t
believe it. The presence of the Lord will
exist in the absence of the glitzy organ.
You just wait, people will forsake the
paper that is due so they can worship the
Most High God.
Or will they?
Please, make time for Him.

a r
hope that, if I were a few steps behind a
woman entering a building, she wouldn’t
shut the door in my face. I’m not entitled
to any kindness, but I think that I should
be treated kindly, not because I’m a man or
woman, but because I’m a person. I’m also
not saying many guys are selfish and rude.
But if a man treats a woman badly, it’s not
because he is a bad guy, it’s because he is
a bad person. I don’t want to be criticalj ^
'I just want to say that sexism ought to be
dead in our modem age, in all its forms,
whether we’re discussing rights or entitle
ments.

To begin, I would like to say that I am
shocked and slightly offended by the con
tent of an article published in the O ct 20
edition of the GlimmerGlass. The story ti
tled “Where have all the good men gone?”
seems to me to be a step in the wrong
direction for the progression of women’s
rights and egalitarianism. I simply person
ally find it offensive to declare that men
owe women things because they’re God’s
gift to men, I would argue that personal
kindness should n ot should never, be done
on the basis of sex. Any sentence that
declares “Men ought” or “Women ought”
is inherently wrong, because it is simply
sexist. The women’s rights movement
and egalitarianism are based on the idea

that men and women are equal and they
should be considered as one group, without
discrimination. This idea of equality is
in danger when we declare one sex to be
subservient to another in any area. Do not
extrapolate that I don’t think we shouldn’t
treat each other with kindness. In fact, just
the opposite. I believe that door holding
and respect should be daily activities.
However, nobody should feel obliged to
hold a door because he is male, or entitled
to having a door held open because she is
female. We should have mutual respect for
one another because we are allpeople. I
hold doors open because I want to be kind
to other people. People are the focus of
kindness, not a specific gender. I would

It can be seen in the man working adamant
ly for as many hours as his body allows, by
file suit-wearing executive speed walking
down the street, or by the passenger of a
cab trying to get to his destination as soon
as possible: Time is money.
This simple analogy is taken to elaborate
lengths in the film, “In Time,” using the tal
ents of Justin Timberlake as a young man
named Will Salas. Salas lives in a world
where every person’s biological clock is
embedded into his or her arm. After some
one reaches age 25, the countdown begins.
In this futuristic sci-fi flick, time is the
new currency and can be traded through
a simple embrace of the forearm or with
specialized machines. It is a constant battle
against the clock to make the most of time
to continue to live. This brings to mind ob
vious questions: Do people, particularly
Christians, make the most of their time?
Are the material products we buy really
worth the time spent to afford them?
In the film, there- are different “time
zones” split up by how wealthy the inhab
itants are. Salas lives in what appears to
be the poorest zone. He iives day-by-day,

unsure if he will have enough time to keep means to be alive. Salas’ partner in crime,
himself and his mother alive. Each day tru Sylvia Weis, has a need to do something
ly has enough worries of its own, as Jesus foolish —something to make her feel alive
said in Matthew 5:34.
—because when she has more than enough
The concept of the zones draws upon the time on her clock, the only thing to keep
idea that in current times, a wealthy few has her from living forever is a simple mistake.
an abundance of resources which the rest of
We are told as Christians to not worry
the world lacks.
about the future. The Bible says our Father
Take food as an example. According to will provide for us as we stay faithful, even
Worldhunger.org, “The world produces if our faith takes us into dangerous situa
enough [food] to provide 2,720 [Calories] tions like missions in certain foreign coun-,
per person per day.”
•tries or financial struggle.
Steve Jobs believed people should “stay
, So there is enough food produced. Peo
ple do not receive the amount they need hungry” and “stay foolish.” Though it is
because they do not have the sufficient re not Christian by nature, his theory contains
sources, like money or time, to obtain the truth we can learn from.
This idea is highlighted in the film
nutrition to survive.
Mother Theresa once said, "If you can’t through the character Salas, who is always
feed a thousand people, then just feed one.” taking risks where the time he has left alive
Jesus himself emphasized the importance is concerned and never has enough time to
of the individual multiple times. Whatever be fully satisfied to stay where he’s at, but
we do for the least of these, regardless of to always be moving forward.
social status, we still do for Him. Perhaps
Imagine if this world ran on a literal
the least of these could even refer to least countdown. Would Christians constantly
amount possible: one. Salas follows this ex give away their time and live each breath
ample by acting as a Robin Hood figure. He like it was their last? Or would they hoard
upsets the system by giving as much time to their time and continue to procrastinate,
those in need as he can, keeping just enough spending resources selfishly instead of on
for him to survive.
the least of these.
Not only do people face physical hun
If the time someone had left were dis
ger today, but spiritual hunger as well. played on their arm, would you care more
“In Time” speaks great truth about what it about them than you do now?

-CJiQZ

Which well-known public figure
has the manliest beard and why?
Senior Morgan Radzimanowski says,

“Aslan. His beard is so epic
it goes all the way around
his head,”

Junior Seth Major says,

“Rumpelstiltskih, If he did
no-shave-Novem ber, he’d
hâve a yard stick length o f a
beard.” ■

Freshman Brad Speakman says,

“Dumbledore, because if it
i
had hum an-like qualities, it
would slap you in the face;
. and if you had a beard that
rivaled his beard, it would cut
[your beard] off." H
B

Sophomore Kelsey O'Doran says,

“Santa Claus, because it’ s
so huge and full o f secrets,"

fThis edition of “on our wail” contains answers received from students around campus, in the future, we*clilke your input! Like T h e
GlimmerGlass” on Facebook and post your responses to the question on our wall. We’ll choose four random responses for every issue.
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Occupy’ becomes local movement
Jenny White

meeting on Sunday, Oct. 8, in front of the
Kankakee County Courthouse, and the pro
Staff Writer
tests have been gaining attention and par
rustrations with the 2008 downturn ticipants since then.
of the economy and the metonymy
“We are .not only protesting government
¿ Wall ^Street” have culminated in and corporations, we are also giving citi
the global Occupy Wall Street movement, zens the opportunity to join in on this very
which involves protests in over 900 cities important issue,” Carter said. “This moveworldwide.
mem transcends parties and partisanship.”
“This is democracy at its finest,” said
But in order to judge the outcome of the
ONU business professor Donald Daake. Occupy movementpwhether in Zuccotti
«Protesters have every right to be doing Park or Kankakee, it is essential to deter«
what they are [doing] .pTi
mine what the goal of protesting is. is the
At the start of October, these “occupiers” aim simply to raise public outcry, or is it to
began protesting in Kankakee outside the lobby and to change policy as it relates to
courthouse, standing in solidarity with the the U.S. financial market?
“Nothing has changed in corporate Amer
original Zuccotti Park occupiers.
But with what exactly are protesters frus ica since these protests began, because right
trated?^ it the system of capitalism or cor now the Occupy movements are simply a.
rupt capitalism? Increased wealth dispar social protest,” said ONU political science
ity? Labor standards? Housing policy? The professor David Clabom.
list of complaints is long and somewhat
Although the Occupy protests are far less
varied, and to label it strictly an economic developed at this point, some have likened
them to the Tea Party Patriots movement,
rebellion is too reductionist.
Politicians have characterized the move which began its protests against political
ment as counterproductive, jumbled and and economic corruption and irresponsibil
misguided, CNN reported on Oct. 23.
ity in January 2009.
“Occupy Wall Street is essentially a left
The statement of injustices adopted by
Kankakee protesters can be found on the ist variation of the Tea Party movement,’!
New York City General Assèmbly*s website said political science major Matt Van Dyke.
In the U.S., the Tea Party Patriots have
at www.nycga.net/resources/declaration.
“In summation, [this movement] is a re had their success;; lobbying for candidates
sult of the population’s discontent with the in the 2010 election cycle and enacting
way big money has usurped the politic^ ’ changes such as the Contract from America
procesé?1 and disenfranchised the citizens and the Pledge to'America, which propose
S f the United States. We demand complete iChangegregarding tax and federal spending.
transparency in thè decision-making pro Abroad we see the recent successes of so
cesses which affect all of us,” said Occupy cial and political uprisings in Egypt, Tuni
sia, Yemen, Bahrain and Syria. Perhaps the
Kankakee protestor Joe Boyer.
Protesters Boyer, Jerry Carter and Rich Occupy movement will have similar suc
McGillen initially organized the local Oc cess if it follows these patterns.
What the movement needs is a bit more
cupy movement via Facebook.
About 20 people attended their first focus, especially in regards to lobbying.

F

Alsojlprotesters need to rally strictljiin
public locations, which hasn’t been the case
given the hundreds of arrests that have taken
place worldwide since the protests began.
While no arrests or extreme scenarios
have taken place within the Occupy Kanka
kee movement, many residents have their
concerns about the protesting.
“How many of these problems are im
proved by an ongoing demonstration?” said
Daily Journal columnist Dennis Yohnka.
“People standing alongside a street some
where and sleeping in a park are not up
grading their employability. People who
have yet to formulate a defined suggestion
for how to fix the problem - are they m ak !
*ing this situation any better?”
Because there is plenty of frustration, a n ||
gry protesters need to determine where the
blame should be placed.
Some believe protesters only have them
selves to blame for personal economic situ
ations.
“Instead of occupying a city, protesters
should occupy a paid position,” said senior
Todd Weiderman.
Of course there are positive facets that
political commentators are noticing, such as
the leaderlessjystem of the Occupy meyements, which lias further underscored pro
testors’ opposition to rigid economic and
social hierarchy. It seems as though most
protesters understand that there mighmot
be a definitive end goal just yet.
Only time will tell what the result of the
.occupation will be. However, despite the
media coverage that has been paid to the
^situation, protests will die out if new policy
¿Is not lobbied for and enacted.
j|>!‘It’s only natural for this to end eventu
ally,” Daake said. “It is very likely that as it
gets colder outside, the protests will begin
to flame o ut”

/ ^ U ) e d o not have
membership, a
leader or an agenda.
We are a unit o f

“W e L my question was
what do you hope to
accomplish by campino
out on the stre e ts?’^

mmm
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Sophomore spends three days focusing on God’s goodness
Justine Espersen

Sophomore
Marty Piper
sleeps out
side Benner
Library. Piper
chose to be
^{homeless for
three days,
using only a
towel and a,
football for l
bedding, ^

Staff Writer

Sophomore Marty Piper walked
in smiling, dressed in nice khaki
slacks, a black vest and a light
pink dress shirt with a matching
plaid bow tie.
f c It was impossible to tell he had
been homeless. '
Upon returning from fall break,
Piper spent three days living away
from his warm room in Hills.
“I’m not bad with money,She
said never had to worry about it,
but I chose to be homeless around
campus for three days.”

‘I w as with m y
fr ie n d s ... walking
around downtown
and w e m et Walter
Thomas. He didn't
ask fo r anything,
but relied on God
to provide.'
Piper lived off one set of clothes,
a Chicago Bears beach towel, a
football-tumed-pillow and a bag
full of school work from Tuesday,
Oct. 11, Until Friday, Oct. 14.
Piper said there were times
when he wasn’t sure why he chose
to be homeless.
“I was walking outside my
lobby [Hills] with my bag on my
shoulder, and I kept on thinking,
‘Why am I doing this®But I kept
on walking,” Piper said.
While homeless, Piper slept in
the quad until 2 a.m., and then
moved to the Hills lobby until
4:30 a.m. in order to abide by cur. few.
During the day, he sat in the
quad with a sign next to him that
read, “God is good.”
The sign was inspired by a
homeless man of downtown Chi»
cago.
» ¡fl was with my friends ... walk
ing around downtown and we met
Walter Thomas,1* Piper said. “He
didn’t ask for anything, but relied
on God to provide.”

of people’s stares [they must have
been thinking], ‘What are you do
ing?’ Why are you sitting there!’”..
Piper said.
The strange looks brought Pip
er’s homeless experience full cir
“Now, I’m not one of those peo cle, as he realized how homeless
ple to believe in that kind of [mirH people are treated by others on a
acle] stuff, but at that time, it felt daily basis.
like*a feast,” Piper said, smiling.
The banana helped motivate
‘What w as
him to press on with his challenge
to be homeless for God.
amazing w as that
Through his experience, Piper’
learned the importance of a simple , people would come
conversation.
up to me and start
“What was amazing was that
up a conversation
people would come up to me and
start up a conversation with me,’B
with me.'
Piper said. “It was a big deal to
know they were supporting me.Hj
The lessons he learned may mo
Though some people supported
Piper, others were confused by his tivate him to be homeless again.
“I might be doing this during
actions.
” ■.
•“T had a lot o f time to people spring break, if I don’t go on a
watch. You could see from some mission trip,” Piper said.

Tm not bad with money. I never had to
w orry about it, but I chose to be homeless
around campus fo r three days.'
After meeting Thomas, Piper
decided to spend time as a home
less man while attending school.
“I wanted a feeling of only re
lying on God,” he said. “I never
asked for food or drink. I relied on
God to provide [just like Walter].”
Even though he did not beg,
people still offered Piper food.
One night when he was sleeping
in the Hills lobby, he woke up
with a bottle of water and a PopTart beside him. .
Later that morning, Piper was
lying bundled up in his towel on
a bench in the quad, marveling at
the silence of the early hours.
He had his eyes dosed and
when he opened them again, he
saw a banana sitting on his bag.

TIRED OF EATING THE
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?

Hom eless in Chicago
93,780
Chicago residents were
hom eless during th e i^ S l

2010-2011 academ i^H
year

11%
of the hom eless are-U p
between the ages of 14
and 21

of the women in shelters
reported
experiencing
dom estic violence
• INFORMATION FROM
CHICAGOHOMELESS.ORG

Preaching to the penniless
Student m inistry helps hom eless in Kankakee
Justine Espersen
Staff Writer

Student Discount Card Accepted
Text "yummy" to 40491 to receive $5 off
your next purchase!
ON RT. 50
ON KENNEDY
IN FRONT OF
ACROSS FROM
Starbucks
Perry Farms
1 936-9393
935-7200

Like Piper, other students are “hit
ting the streets” to help the home
less.
Save Our Streets (SOS) a
campus ministry, reaches out to
the homeless community in the
Kankakee area.
“We go to the homeless shelter,
Gift of God Street Church, every
Thursday to hang out with the
guys there,” SOS president Tracy
Redman said. ^Tt’s a men’s emer
gency shelter. We hang out, eat
and have Bible study with them.”
SOS is partnering with Prayer

‘We hang out, eat and
have Bible study with
them.'
Warriors to hold a prayer walk
Nov. 5. The ministries will walk
from Olivet to the shelter and
back.
SOS will also host Homeless
Week in the spring, as they strive
to be moré Christ-like.
“We’re basically being the
hands and feet of God,” Reedman
said. “We’re showing love and
hanging out with the homeless
and poor and prostitutes.”

According to the Coalition for
the Homeless, an estimated
672,000 people are homeless
on a given night. .

The Candy Costume Fest in Chalfant Hall sets an attendance record as students come to enjoy costuijies, candy, caramel corn, caramel apples and other sweet treats.

Saxandsuperherosteal theshow
Heather Mead
Staff Writer

Music played by Olivet’s jazz
band resonated throughout Chalf
ant as students gathered for Oliv
et’s annual Halloween celebra
tion, the Candy Costume Fest.
The costumes ranged from the
classics, such as cowboys, Indians
and Disney princesses, to more
wacky costumes such as “Pontius
the Pilot,” peanut butter and jelly,
a set of car fresheners, a road trip
and Taco Bell sauce packets.
But at the end o f the night, after
the mu$ic and applause had died
down and the popcorn was fin
ished, people had one on question:

How on earth did they come up
with that?
Sophomore Logan Smith won
both the ^Singles” and overall
competition with his Iron Man
costume.
• “I: just liked Iron Man since I
saw the first movie,|;’Sinith said.
He made his costume himself us
ing 3D models he found online.
“I entered last year [as someone
fro® the Halo game] and I really
hoped I could win,” he explained.
“This year I wanted to make
something that was better.” ■■
Sarah Zelhart and Christina
Lindsay, both seniors, won in the
“pairs” category dressed respec
tively as a Public Safety officer

and a parking ticket.
A rendition of the film “Titanic”
took home the prize for the “small
group” ' category (for groups of
three to seven people). The group
consisted of Jack, Rose, dolphins
and an iceberg.
“We had a bunch of friends: that
wanted to do something funny,”
said sophomore Josh Parker, the
iceberg.
Parker said they got the idea
while listening to Celine Dion on
a car ride to campus from church.
The Parrott RD and RAs won
the “medium group” category (for
eight to 14 people).
They dressed as Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs.

|^ “[We entered] because [the
RAs’] beards are hilarious,” said
Kati Downs, Snow White and Par
rott RD.
The large groups, consisting of
15 or more people, took the stage
last. Only two groups entered this
year: the “Olibeetiansjland char
acters from the movie “Despica
ble Me.”
The^ “Olibeetians” consisted
of two beekeepers and plays on
different bee names, such as the
“Spelling Bee,£fZombee,” “Bar-P
bee,” “Babee” and “Vitamin Bee.":
Despite^ the variety of bees,
“Despicable Me” took the large
group title.
¡y#We thought of it last year

Above left: The cast of
“Despicable Me” Wins the
“large group” contest. Far left:
Sophomore Logan Smith’s
Iron Man costume wins the
“singles” costume award and
overall best costume at the
Candy Costume Fest Saturday
night. Left: Seniors Sarah
Zelhart and Christina Lindsay
win the “pairs” contest as a
Public Safety officer and a
parking ticket. Bottom: Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs
takes the “medium group”
prize. Bottom right: A
rendition of “Titanic” wins the
“small group” category. Right:
Junior Lucas Sanor captures
the crowd’s attention with his
music as the “Sexy Sax Man.”

when we were obsessed with
the movie,® said sophomore An
nie Branded, who was dressed as
Edith.
But the costume that captivated
the audience’s attention was not a
category winner. Instead he was
Ifiosen as the wild card: the “Sexy
Sax Man,” :
The wild card entered the “sin
gles” categoM playing his saxo
phone across the stage. He also
played while the judges chose the
winner of each category.
A YouTube video called “Sexy
Sax Man” gave junior ’ Lucas
Sanorthe idea for his costume.
H H w anted to give Iron Man a
run for his money^S anor said.. „

Orpheus brings variety to stage
Heather Mead
Staff Writer

Laughter filled the room, as peo
ple shook in their seats, cheering
for more as members of the Or
pheus choir performed.
The Orpheus Variety Show is an
annual student production which
combines serious and ^comical
skits appropriate for all ages.
The 28 performances ranged
from 6-minUte acts to 30-second
fillers.
“Last year was all about the
comedy,” said junior Kyle Hance,
Orpheus president. “This year we
have more variety, but it’s still re
ally funny.”
The night included the annual
campus spoof called “Olivet Up
date,” as well as “The Evolution
of Dance,” Celebrity Jeopardy
and “Happy Working Song” from
“Enchanted.”
In addition, a rendition of “All
• I Ask of You” from “Phantom of
the Opera” showed the classic
Olivet student relationship in a
comedic light
In this act, a freshman boy meets
a freshman girl, and they immedi
ately begin dating. The girl then
wishes to get married, but the boy
wonders what he got himself into.
But the night also took on a
more serious note with songs like
“Oh Johnny,” a jazz piece per

formed by Christine Caven, Am
ber Lefifel and Sarah High, and an
a cappella version of “Hide and
Seek,” originally sung by Imogen
Heap.
Bj|[We wanted serious acts to]
break up the monotony of laugh
ter,” Hance said. “Laughter can be
te d io u s^ !
This year’s show also included

a number of original works. Sev-' because they pull together four
eral girls performed songs they or five tables,” Hance explained.
had written themselves, includ “It’s a skit where we’re mocking
ing junior Kate Wilson’s “She is ourselves.”
Several of the women presented
Beautiful” and freshman Ashley
one of the largest acts of the show,
Sarver’s “Take a Stand.”
“Orpheus Dinner” was another a concert featuring older bands.
original sketch.
“All of us girls dressed up as
“Many students recognize when favorite bands from the 90s,” said
Orpheus members are at dinner freshman Cassandra Petrie. “We

did dances from their videos.”
Several boys also posed as fe
male fans when a mock Justin
Bieber began to sing.
Even if they were not onstage,
all members of Orpheus Choir
were still involved in the show.
“[They] made posters, collected
tickets, gathered props and cos
tumes and did instrumental ac
companiment,” Orpheus director
Jeff Bell said.
He added that the choir strived
to make the Orpheus Variety
Show family friendly through sec
ular songs and skits.
“We like to provide a fun,
mostly non-religious shows’ Bell
said. “This is a way to use secular
entertainment. People occasion
ally need a good laugh and a nice,
¿lean show.”
The Orpheús Variety Show has
been an annual tradition since the
1960s, when the event was used
to entertain visitors dining Parent
Weekend. Now the show provides
entertainment for everyone.
It is also used to raise money
for the choir’s projects, like CD
recordings and last year’s trip to
Africa.
B u t the variety show isn’t about
money; iCs about people.

“It^ ju s t a lot of fun,” Petrie
said. *[It’s] another opportunity
to perform and it makes Orpheus
[members] grow closer together.”

A season of couohs
R a ch e l W a ltz
Contributing Writer

It’s the most wonderful time of
the year: flu season.
The term “flu” refers to the in
fluenza virus. There are multiple
variations of the virus, and each
one varies in its signs, symptomsrand severity.
Every season, researchers pre
dict which variety of the flu will
be the most prevalent, and this
determines the annual vaccine.
This year’s prediction calls for
aflu vaccine that protects against
three strands of flu, including
H1N1. For those of us on a bud
get, that’s like three vaccines for
the price of one.
According to flu.gov, , being
vaccinated against the flu is the
best method of prevention.
Because the vaccine is differ
ent each year, it is important that
you are vaccinated annually.
While everyone should receive
the vaccine, certain groups of
people are considered high-risk
for exposure Mid complications

from the flu, and you may on that
l list. People who live in places
where contagious disease can
easily be spread, like a college
dormitory, are more likely to get
sick than other people.
I ’d encourage you to get vac
cinated as soon as possible. Vac
cines are available at Health Ser
vices in the Center for Student
Success, and at many clinics and
pharmacies (such as Walgreens
and Wal-Mart) in the area.
Afraid of shots? There’s a na
sal spray that is just as effective
Students gather in Kelley Prayer Chapel to spend time with God during the 24-hour prayer event.
that you can use instead.
Until you’ve been vaccinated,
wash your hands, cover your 1
cough, get some rest; and visit:
flu.gov for more information:
about signs and symptoms of the
flu/
Flu season doesn’t have to be
the day and night, different indi ing people to action,”1 Booker
Luverta Reames
feared, and by taking a few sim
viduals and groups led worship in said. “God has done His part al
Staff Writer
ple steps, you can enjoy a warm
the small chapel. There was also a ready and He is waiting on us to
and cozy fall and winter season.
special worship service held at 11 respond.
An hour before midnight, 75 stu p.m. in the chapel.
Rachel Waltz is a nursing major
dents sat in the pews and on the
The variety of worship music
at Olivet. She can be contacted at
floor of Kelley Prayer Chapel to helped encourage students to stay
rwcdtz@jrve.olivet.edu
pray for one thing: more Jesus.
through the night, which is what
On O ct 21 and 22, students freshman Christina Di Monte did.
were encouraged to come to the
Di Monte came to the chapel for
chapel anytime from 7 a.m. Friday two hours throughout the day and
to 7 a.m. Saturday for the 24-hour then stayed from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m.
prayer. The event was led by the
“Prayer humbles us before God,
leaders of Prayer Warriors, juniors and you have to be humble to open
Michelle Booker and Chad Evans. yourself up to Him,” she said.
During the 24-hour prayer, stu
Some students felt led to pub
dents, faculty, and staff had an licly share what God was speak
opportunity to worship and pray ing to them.
together.
During the 11 p.m. worship ser
Participants could write prayer vice, Evans said he sensed a spirit
requests or praises, on blue and of unity. He then prompted ev
green strips of paper on the walls eryone to hold hands and pray for
of the building. Some of these the person whose hand you were
requests included sex trafficking, holding.
missions^ campus requests, un
Others read passages of Scrip
saved loved ones and other per ture they felt God had laid bn their Junior Rebah Seidler writes a
sonal issues.
hearts.
prayer on the paper covering
As people gathered throughout
“I really felt like God was call the walls of Kelley.

24 hours spent with G o d
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Incredible Idol
Chantelle Chamberlain

home, love, nostalgia and charm.

Contributing Writer

Artist: Scotty McCreery
Album: Clear as Day
Genre: Country

Olivet’s jazz band f&llows the jazz combo during a concert held in Kresge auditorium.

All that j azz
Combo and band perform in Larsen
full band played.
The sour notes were most no
Staff Writer
ticeable in “Morning Dance” by
Jay Beckinstein, but overall, they
Audience members smiled as they were few and far between.
heard the opening lines of Ar
The jazz band had a more struc
thur Johnston and John Burke’s tured and powerful sound than the
famous jazz tune, “Pennies from combo.
Heaven,,nat Olivet’s student jazz
Although the sound was more
concert last Thursday.
powerful, it wasn’t as stylistically
The concert featured the eight- strong as the jazz combo.
member jazz combo and 20-mem
The jazz band performed clas
ber jazz band.
sics from some of jazz music’s
The combo opened the con bigger names, such as Thelonius
cert. In addition to “Pennies from Monk, Charlie Parker and Jay
i Heaven,” many other popular Beckinstein. Guitarist Jasé Hacktunes were performed, such as man, trumpet players Andrew
“Stolen Moments” by Oliver NelH Moore and Chris Boss, alto saxo
son and “You are the Sunshine of phone players Shannon Finch and
my Life” by Stevie Wonder.
Justin MillerMtenor saxophone
In most pieces, the saxophonist player Jeremy Schooler and trom
and lead guitarist showcased their bone player Ian Matthews all
abilities by playing prominent played solos.
riffs and a few solos. The soloists
The audience seemed to enjoy
seemed confident and at ease on the selections of the evening, ap
stage, and conveyed jazz style and plauding enthusiastically before
rhythm s welKS
and after each soloist Most of the
While the soloists showed good performers seemed confident and
Senior Jase Hackman gets into
musicianship in terms of intona relaxed about their playing, which
the music as he plays guitar for
tion and style, there were a couple made for a cool night of jazz mu
Olivet’s jazz band.
of wrong notes played when the sic.
Jenny White

First Impressions: This is a fun
album, full of images of summer
sunshine and sweet, romantic
nights with a special girl. There’s
an air of innocence through the
entire CD. Although not normally
a fan of the country genre, this al
bum has made a country girl out
of me.
A Little Deeper: It’s clear why
Scotty McCreery won “American
Idol.jiHe has a deep voice that
melts your heart. His low notes
are rich, and all his songs have
an endearing country twang. The
songs also feature smooth, simple
country guitar picking patterns
and interesting chords. The lyrics
are descriptive, emotional and in
nocent. His simple, but interesting
melodies make the music easy to
sing with, while still maintaining
variety.McCreery also has a cer
tain Southern charm in his voice.
The overall impression is one of

mmm |

Liner Notes: This Granger, N.C.,
native was the 2011 “American
Idol” winner. Just over a year af
ter his first audition in Milwaukee,
Scotty turned 18 years old and is
currently a senior at his hometown
high school. Once he graduates,
he wants to attend N.C. State to
major in (not music, but) engi
neering.
Best Described As: If your teddy
bear had a voice that could melt
butter.
Favorite Song: It’s a tie between
“The Trouble with Girls” and
“Clear as Day”
Least Favorite: You Make That
Look Good”
Similar Artists: Jake Owen, Ken
ny Chesney, Brad Paisley, Toby
Keith
Rating: J3 J3 J3 J3 J3 J3 (6 out of 5)
Yes, it’s that good.
Chantelle Chamberlian is a music
major at Olivet. She can be con
tacted at cachamberlain@live.
olivet.edu. \
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Kankakee creates maze
David Timm .
Staff Writer

Every fall, com brings hundreds
of people together.
Young and old alike gather to
get lost in acre upon acre of com.
The Kankakee Valley Park Dis
trict (KVPD) creates a 10-acre
com maze at Splash Valley Aquat
ic Park every year.
Known as .the Fall Gathering,
the event also features a pumpkin
patch, hayrides, pedal go-carts, a
fun slide and family portraits.
When the com is about a foot
high, KVPD calls in The Maize,
a company from Utah, and gives
them the design of the maze. This
gear’s maze featured a collage
of fall fun. The main picture is a
scarecrow with pumpkins, chil
dren playing and a witch flying in
the background.
Using GPS and herbicide to
make the paths, workers mark the
field, to create a maze, which dou-

Junior Jamie HtH finds one of
the ten checkpoints hidden in
the KVPD corn maze.

bles as a work of art when viewed
from above.
The maze becomes an inter
active adventure, as visitors try

to find ten different checkpoints
along the way. Children who find
all the checkpoints get prizes.
“We try and keep 4!the maze]
interesting for everyone,’—said
Maggie Sillar, KVPD’s marketing
manager. She added that atten
dance at the.maze has risen every
fall since it opened four years ago.
The maze is open on weekends
through the month of October. On
a good weekend, there can be as
many as 300 guests, Sillar said.
Sillar also created the design of
the maze. She said it was inspired
by what first came to her co
workers minds when they thought
about the fall season.
Com maze participants en
joy exploring the unique worlds
carved into fields.
“It allows you to be like a kid
again, just going and exploring ...
like a whole new world, sopho
more Kaiti Carlson said. “It’s
exciting to see what’s around the
next tum.’sfi

Chuck Norris

Ijust read the first issue of The GlimmerGlass and
it was simply the most informational, entertaining,
and credible source of news I’ve ever read!
Like ■Comment -Share - Sep tern her 2 2. 2011

tí.: Mark Zuckerberg and S,021 other friends like this.

facebook.com/theglimmerglass

Free

Autom ot/^

Shuttle

Service

Locally Owned

“The Do It Better Shop”

COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV RE PA

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
560 S. W ashington AvejnKankakee
C O M PLE T E CO M PU T ER SERVICE
Tune Ups * Air Conditioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon lights*
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes*
Alternators & Starters * Overheating*
Alignments * Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks

10% Parts
Discount
w/ONU I.D.
815937-9281
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Men ready to face
new challenges
“We also need players like [j$f|
nior guard] Ben Womer and [se
nior forward] Jake Hasselbring.”
With the home opener against
Womer and Hasselbring were
Judson University (111.) on Nov. 7 two key bench players last year
approaching, the Olivet Nazarene who will bring experience to the
University men’s basketball team young team. Womer averaged
Will be adjusting to new leader 21.1 minutes and 8.1 points per
ship and new players on the court. game, while Hasselbring totalled
Head coach Ralph Hodge is 6.3 points per game and 3.9 re
well aware of the challenges the bounds in 15.9 minutes per game.
team will have to face, as several
Hasselbring expressed he is
of its top varsity players graduated more than willing to take up the
challenge. He said that, as a se
last year.
nior, this will be
“We have a tal
‘The theme o f this the first time he is
ented groupj'but
we have a number year is to become
in a leadership po
sition.
of players who
better each daym Marshall is also
are young and
inexperienced, so
ready for the up
I fs not that w e
there will be some
coming season and
don't expect to
growing pains,”
hopes to contribute
Hodge said. “We
skill sets to a
compete, but the his
have eight or nine
successful season.
incoming fresh
“My goals for
process to get to
man and four
the team are to win
a certain place is every home game,
or five redshirt
[freshmen], and heavier that it w as have a 20-win
we have only a
season, win the
last year.'
few players that
conference tourna
had a significant
ment champion
number of minutes last year.”
ship, and make the [NAIA Divi
Despite the circumstances, sion I Men’s Basketball] National
Hodge is looking forward to the Tournament,” Marshall said.
season.
Hodge said that he is ready to
“It V exciting, because there are push the team toward their goals.
a lot of open opportunities,” he
“The theme of this year is to
said. “Someone will need to step become better each day. It’s not
up at every position, whether it’s that we don’t expect to compete,
an incoming freshman or someone but the process of how to get to a
who was a junior varsity player certain place is heavier than it was
last year.” ’
last year,” Hodge said. “Everyday
In order to overcome its road it’s a challenge to move it along at
blocks, the team will need the the appropriate pace so that we’re
help o f players such as senior ready to compete by January and
point guard Antonio Marshall, February, when the conference
who was named ai\ NAIA All-I games start.”
The conference games will open
American Honorable Mention last
year and leads the returning play up on Jan. 14 when the Tigers face
ers-i® points per game (13.9) and the University of St. Francis (111.)
on the road. Other important dates
minutes (32$).
“He is a leader on the team, and include the Daytona Mitsubishi
we depend upon him for his pro Shootout the Thanksgiving Clas
duction,” Hodge said of Marshall. sic on Nov. 25 and 26.
David Parker

:

Staff Writer^
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Redshirt junior Danielle Tolbert looks to shoot a three-pointer over teammate senior Jamie Buckman
(No. 31) at practice as the team prepares to pick up after last season’s impressive run.

Women look to continue the run
Matt Dahlberg
Staff Writer

Olivet’s Lady Tigers have set tall
expectations for the upcoming
season.
Coach Doug Porter and the
team want to earn more confer
ence tournament titles, but win
ning the NAIA National Champi
onship;'» their highest goal, a goal
which Porter sees more attainable
than ever before.
“This is the most talented team
Olivet’s ever had,” Porter said.
“They have a chance to be a team
people will be talking about 20
years from now, and they're really
fun to watch.”
The season ended last year in
the playoffs with a loss to Union

University (Term.), who went on
to win the National Champion
ship.
Porter said this year the team
will be able to rely on experience,
as 13 players are returning from
last year. Key players include redshirt junior Danielle Tolbert and
senior Danielle Pipal. These point
guards were CCAC All-Confer
ence selections last year. Pipal
was also named an NAIA Allfl
American Honorable Mention.
The NAIA preseason 12-ranked
Tigers’ game plan remains mostly
the same on both ends of the court.
“Tigerball,” as Porter calls it, in
cludes high pressure on defense
and shooting at the first opportu
nity on offense.
The women’s aggressiveness
earned them 735 turnovers and

they finished with over 100 points
in 23 games of the season, setting
new all-time NAIA records. They
ended the year with a record of
27-7.
But this year the team’s offense
will look slightly different.
“Last year we [had more of a]
motion offense most of the time,^f
senior forward Jamie Buckman
said. “And this year it’s more of
a clear out and lots and lots of
screening.”
Though the team will be on
the road for periods of time»
six games in November will be
played at home. In December, the
ONU Holiday tea: Express Classic
is held on campus in McHie Are
na. Other trips include: Shawnee
State (Ohio) and Warner Universil
1y in Florida right after Christmas.

Tigerball: Calling for a line change'
Ify o u haven’t been to a wom the late 1980s, and molt notable
en’s basketball game here, be | for my coach was the men’s team
prepared for a shock if you ever j at Grinnell College (Iowa). Mid
decide to watch. Our fans have way through a game at the end of
a favorite, uh, cheer, if you will, the season nearly seven years ago,
that they yell every other min he finally decided to give it a shot.
ute. ;
After that game, he was hooked.
“Line change!”
Basically, the idea of any “sys
The yell itself is not what will tem” team is to get off more shots
shock you, But the reason they than the opposing team and force
yell it might: We substitute a lots of turnovers. Most teams
new five players about every would rather let the opposing team
35-40 seconds. Hence, inline score quickly than run around on
changes like hockey.
defense for. 30 seconds and finally
When I tell those who are fa force a turnover.
miliar with basketball about our
So how does “Tigerball” do it?
“shifts” (as we call them), often Weill we have four goals for ever
they look at me funny and say game:
1. Take at least 90 shots (at
that they don’t understand how
we could ever get into a groove
least 45 should be threes)
2. Take at least 15 more-shots
iplaying so little at a time.
than the opposing team
Well, let me explain what my
H , Doug Porter, has coined
3. Get 40 percent of offensive
;as'“T ig e rb a lh ||:
rebounds
4. Force 33 or more turnovers
A few years ago, Coach Porter
heard of this fast-paced, offenseper game
oriented “system.”A few schools
To achieve these goals, we
had started using it beginning in shoot all open threes and lay-ups

If you know anything about
have two players on the ball im
mediately. We try to force pressure basketball, you may think this
and take chances to steal as much is all crazy. To be honest, it is,
but if you ask our fans, it’s pretty
as possible to force a turnover.
But we want the game to re fun to watch. And once you get
main fast My coach tells us we’d it, It’s even more fun to play.
rather let the opposing team make
Last year, we forced 36.5
a quick shot than play good de turnovers per game and scored
fense for 25 seconds and force a 100 points or more in 23 games
turnover.
,'i- and those were just two of
So, because we sprint every several national records we
where, we substitute a lot. Coach broke, last year. Plus our rota
wants us to stay fresh, so he only tion helps our team chemistry
keeps us in for a short amount of because, with the majority of the
time. If we’re in much longer than i team getting significant play
while on offense. Our offense is a minute, we start driving to the ing time, we’re not trying to kill
all about trying to get our shooters basket to try to get a foul and stop each other to get more minutes.
open and get a shot as fast as pos the clock. At that point our legs After playing Tigerball, most of
sible. I usually forget that there’s start to feel like Jell-O.
us wouldn’t want to go back to
a 30-second shot clock that limits
We stick with our rotations or playing regular ball.
how long the offense has to get a “units” for the most part. This
So now that you know a lit- shot off.
means that Coach is more con i tie more about how Tigerball
Once a shot goes up, everyone cerned about who plays well to- works, maybe you’ll be able to
goes in for the rebound, except, gether rather than putting the best watch our games with a little
for the person furthest back (if the players together. For example, my more appreciation. Or you can
shot was a three then that person is unit has stayed the same for the go join our “Tigerball Fanatics”
the shooter).
most part since the last half of my and y e lfl’Line change!” right
When we get on defense, we
along with them. ~
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Tigers and Soldlefis team up
- Justine Espersen
Staff Writer

urrent and former Oliv
et students are find
ing big opportunities
wi(h Kankakee’s minor
league basketball team.
The Kankakee County Soldiers-are a part of the All Ameri
can International Basketball As
sociation. Olivet graduates Stan
Chismark (‘11) and Erik Rhimehart $05) currently play for t h ||
Soldiers, while Zack Berky, who
graduated in 2006, used to played
for the team.
Chismark is a two-time IBA
All-Star as the Soldiifjp begin
their seventh season, their fifth in
Kankakee.
Last year, the Soldiers brought
home the 2010 International Bas
ketball League championship dur
ing the Rival Winter Scrips and
finished third in the 2011 spring
season.
The Soldiers are led by Coach
Barry Bradford, who^tgfalso the
president^ of the organization.
After 10 years of playing profes
sional basketball, which included
training alongside Michael Jordan
and playing for the Milwaukee
Bucks, Bradford decided to invest
in the IBA.
“There’s a need to have a com-;
munity focus in the IBA league
since [the Soldiers are] playing for
a smaller town,” Bradford said.
He searched throughout Chicagoland and found Kankakee tgt be
the best opportunity to better the
community.
Bradford built his team on three
main principles:
• to give players a platform to
play in the NBA or play overseas,
• to always be a community
builder, and
• to use basketball as a founda
tion to encourage young people to
achieve their dreams.

C

gpP? want us to be a confidence
builder for the younger crowd,
helping them believe iii their
dreams,^ Bradford said.
Olivet graduates have been able
to help the Soldiers
follow through with
their goals .to better
‘I nterning with
the community.
H fju si last week
the Kankakee
we hosted Red Rib
County Soldiers
bon Week. It was a
drug awareness as
w as more than
sembly with at least
an internship. It
■300 kids,” Chismark
said. “We talked
w as like
about how drugs
becoming a p a r t
keep them from
.reaching their po'o f a fam ily
tential in basketball
or any other dream
they have.” '
Along with the players’ involve
ment, current Olivet students have
had a chance to get involved with
the Soldiers’ community service
through internships.
Olivet women’s basketball
player senior Denita Phelps was
one of three Olivet students who
interned with the team this past
summer.
« ‘Interning with the Kankakee
County Soldiers was more than an
internship,” Phelps said. “It was
like becoming a part of a family.’”
Bradford had nothing but praise
for current and former Olivet stul
dents who have joined the Sol
Former Olivet
diers.
basketball
“Olivet has been a great feeder
player Stan
into our organization,” Bradford
Chismark
said. “All our athletes and interns
participates
have had great positive attitudes
in the dunk
and fit these goals perfectly.”
contest at the^
The Soldiers will open their
KC Soldiers’
winter season Nov. 10 at Hidden
community
Cove Sportsplex, located behind
breast cancer
Northfield Square Mall in Bourevent Oct, 16.
bonnais.
Chismark is a
The team will face the Rockford
two-time IBA
Riverdawgs at 7 p.m. Admission
All-Star with
is $5.
the Soldiers.

Talking with Taylor
David Parker
Staff Writer

:

Q i How many years have you
been playing football?

Three weeks ago, my mouth w as:
cut open, and I had to get nine
stitches. I don’t know how it hap
pened.

13 years.

Q: Pre-game rituals?

Q: Did you piay any other
sports?

I like to concentrate on all of the
things that led me to this point in
my life.

Baseball and track, I was captain
of both teams in high school.
Q: What was your biggest
accomplishment in football?

In higli school, I was named
Old Spice Red Zone’s “Offen
sive Player of the Year” as a se
nior and my team won the City
Championship at Ford Field in
Detroit, Mich. In college, my
biggest accomplishment so far
is getting nine tackles, including
four tackles against McKendree
University (111.) in 2008.
This year, it felt good being a
part of a team that could win.
Q: Most embarrassing
moment in football?
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Football
10/22 St. Ambrose University (Iowa)
10/29 at Iowa Wesleyan College
Volleyball
10/18 at Calumet College ofBfeUoseph (Ind.)
10/25 Trinity International University (111.)
10/28-29 Boneyard Classic (Georgetown, Ky.)
10/28 at Shawnee State University (Ohio)
H o/28 vs. Freed-Hardeman University (Tenn.)
p O /2 9
vs. Taylor University (Ind.)
10/29 at Georgetown College (Ky.)
11/1
University of St. Francis (111.)

Q:What music do you listen to
before a game to get pumped
up?

A tot o f rap and hip-hop artists
such as Lil’ Wayne and Young
Jeezy.
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L, 14-17
W, 52-31

W, 3-0
W, 3-0
W, 3-0
L, 0-3
L, 1-3
L, 1-3
W, 3-0

Men’s Soccer
10/18 at University of St. Francis (111.)
10/22 at St. Xavier University (111.)
10/26 Judson University (IlljH

L, 1-3
L,2-3
W, 4-2

Women’s Soccer
10/19 at University of St. Francis (111.)
■ l
at S t Xavier University (111.)
10/25 Judson University ( I l l ^ |

W, 2-0
W, 2-07
W, 1-0

Q: Favorite cereal?

Captain Crunch.
Q: If you could have any super
hero power, what would it be?

Speed.
Q: Favorite cartoon?

Q: Favorite sports memory?
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Looney Tunes
Q: if you had 24 hours to do any*
thing you wanted, what would
you do?

I’d build a Disney World on Mars.

Tye Taylor, No. 74
Position: Defensive lineman
Hometown: Detroit, Mich.
Class: Senior

Men’s Cross Country
10/22 NAIA Great Lakes Invitational
(Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Women’s Cross Country
10/22 NAIA Great Lakes Invitational
(Grand Rapids, Mich.BB

4th of 30

2nd of 33
- -

Women’s Soccer

This week Olivet fall sports
Steams are preparing for post
season action. Teams start with
conference tournaments and
must win in order to move on to
the NAIA competitions, unless
they receive an at-large bid to ■
fill out the rest of the 32-team I
fields.

Record: 15-2-1
CCAC standing: 1st (first regular
season conference championship
in Olivet women’s soccer history)
NAIA ranking: 10th (Nov. | ) .
How they did last year: Won
conference tournament; lost' to
Hastings College (Neb.) in a
shootout, 3-2, after finishing 1-T
in regulation
Conference. play: Will play at
home Nov. 9 at 4 p.m. after receive
mg a bye in the first round
NAIA plajT Opening round Nov.
19; Nov. 28 to Dec. 3 for final 16
teams in Decatur, Ala.

Women’s
Cross-Country
NAIA ranking: 6th (Oct. 26)
How they did last year: Won
conference meet; finished 11th at
NAIA meet, highest ever in Olivet
history
Conference meet: Nov. 5, 10:30
a.m. at Aspen Ridge Golf Course
in Bourbonnais
NAIA meet: Nov. 19 in Vancou
ver, Wash., 10:30 a.m. PST

*11

Senior Jane! Schmitt (No. 18)
controls the ball during the
Lady Tigers’ victory against
Judson on Oct. 25.

Junior Hannah Endrizzi
competes in ONU’s home meet
Sept. 9.

Men’s Soccer
Volleyball

Record: 6-10-1
CCAC standing: 6th
NAIA ranking: Not ranked
How they did last year: Finished
third in regular season before
falling in the CCAC tournament
semifinals to St. Xavier (111.),12-1
Conference play: Open Nov. 5 at
Illinois Tech, 6 p.m.
NAIA play: Opening round Nov.
19’; Nov. 28 to Dec. 3 for final 16
team? in Orange Beach, Ala.'

Record: 27-11 (11-1)
Conference standing: 1st (fourth
consecutive regular season CCAC
title)
NAIA ranking: Receiving votes
How they did last year: Lost to
St. Xavier in semifinals of CCAC
tournament after tying with Trin
ity Christian College (111.) for the
regular CCAC season champion
ship
Conference plajr:NoH 8 to 12
NAIA play: Nov; 28 to Dec. 3 in

Freshman Patrick Hoep (No. 4)
and junior Logan Engelkes (No.
. 24) celebrate after Engelkesfl
goal Oct. 26, as the Tigers went
on to defeat Judson University.

Left to right: Junior Carolyn
Goettsch, sophomore Katelyn
Miller and junior Katherine Ho*
zian get ready to block during
their “Dig Pink” game Oct. 25.

Men’s
Cross-Country
NAIA ranking: 18th (Oct. 26)
How they did last year: Finished
second at conference meet; sent
two individual runners (current
junior Kasey Ferrigan and cur
rent fifth-year senior Kenny MacDonough)
Conference meet: Nov. 5, 10:30
a.m. at Aspen Ridge Golf Course
in Bourbonnais
NAIA meet: Nov. 19 in Vancou
ver, Wash., 10:30 a.m. PST

Left to right: Brian Willoughby,
Mitchell Dale, Kenny MacDonough and Justin Jones
compete in ONU’s meet Sept. 9.
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